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About This Game

LAZARETTO is an immersive first-person survival horror game that puts players in the shoes of an urban explorer - whose
investigation of an abandoned quarantine island turns into a strange, surreal and dangerous adventure.

DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE
Lazaretto is a game for those who enjoy getting lost in mysteries. Chapter One teases you with strange and unusual events in

which not everything can be explained.

IMMERSIVE AUDIO
Pack your headphones: the decaying environment coupled by eerie sound design makes this one of the most atmospheric horror

games on Steam!

COMBAT-FREE GAMEPLAY
Armed with only a flashlight, you'll need to use your wits to avoid dangerous adversaries.

HORRIFYING CREATURES
Modeled by Fabrizio Bortolussi (District 9, Silent Hill) and animated by Dhaval Soni (GTA V).

PHENOMENA
We explore unexpected findings in our own physical world, the mysteries of supernatural phenomena, and the inner-horrors of

the subconscious mind.
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PUZZLES
Unique puzzles are presented organically as storytelling mechanisms, appropriate to the environment.
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Title: Lazaretto
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Iron Monkey
Release Date: 19 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 6800

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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If you are looking for a horrific game that will have you filled with anxiety, then this is the game to get. I've only played for
about an hour and I'm absolutely terrified to go upstairs in the hospital. You hear noises, and you see things... You know you're
not alone... It is so suspensful walking through the maps with just enough light to see wondering if something is going to be
around the corner. I am scared to keep playing, but I really want to see what happens next. It's such an internal struggle. The
sounds and visual affects within this game are amazing and from a game developer, I really like how much thought and planning
went into the code to make this game come together. I recommend purchasing this game. With a price as low as this, you really
can't go wrong and be upset with buying a game like this! Don't hesitate, trust me, and do it! Best of luck to you, and may you be
filled with the courage I currently lack!. Decent horror game.. Lazaretto gets a big thumbs up! Check out my video for more
info: https://youtu.be/NSDzw8lh5TE. Lazaretto is a game where you find a key and it unlocks a drawer that has another key.
Then you use that key to unlock another drawer which has a bunch of keys to other drawers which may open a door eventually.
Is something scary behind that door? It's hard to say because you've already died of boredom.. This game is
out♥♥♥♥ingstanding.. Hey all! This is going to be my first review on a Steam Horror game. First off let me introduce myself.
My name is Richard aka (its xFlashx) and I would love to give out an awesome review about this game! I'll give it a 10/10 for it
being an indie horror game. The Sound effects are scary and the puzzles actually take time to figure out instead of easily being
solved! Don't be afraid to browse Youtube if you ever get stuck on a part in this game. It gets better and better. The beginning
part of this game does take some time to figure out, I'll give you a clue to 2 parts I've noticed people getting stuck on *A
Helping Spoiler* "1. put the broken mask pieces in the box, 2. where you see lots of doors with a death bed, pull out the bed and
jump on top key on a ceiling pipe". Don't give up if you don't figure out the puzzle because the game gets REAL good later on
;). Its most definitely worth the price of what the developers are asking for. Turn up that volume and be in for amazing scares to
get you jumping off your seat :D Enjoy! \m/ - twitter @itsxflashx. O jogo por si só é um horror.
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Just completed this game on my channel (playlist below). I had a good time! It was adequately spooky with some good looking
enemies alone the way. The audio was my favorite aspect of this game as it made moments tense even when nothing was there.
It left lots of questions unanswered, but I assume Chapter Two will clear things up.

 So far a good start to the series.

LAZARETTO: Chapter One Playlist - https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQExZ2b_9Kr7LohA5lhgTa-AMPlbC45cE.
Game is such an original. The controls are tight and very responsive and the Devs are amazingly involved with the community.
Had an absolute Blast Running threw this game and I hope others will give it a go.

PROS:
- Very Responsive Controls
- Very Atmospheric
- Creepy as All Hell
- Good Character Designs
- Interesting Nightmarish and Serial Locations

CONS:
- BGM tends to fad to early at points. Game has a lovely audio track but also amazing haunting sounds, so this may actually be
an intentional mechanic. Either way it works well, I would really like to listen to some more of the music. Maybe an OST is in
order? I'd buy it.
- The Spiders are so real (That should be a plus though right, not a con. lol)
- Chapter 2 isn't out yet (that's more of a joke then an actual fault)

Final Thoughts: Absolute Blast of a game, had a super time doing a Lets Play on it and interacting with the community and
Devs. Seriously can not wait for the next installment.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pC-vSW9-PKg&t=25s. I have to say this is probably the best horror game I have ever
played (Except for Amnesia). I'm really looking forward to more from Blind Monkey. Keep'em coming!. 
https://youtu.be/tfejCkIragM

No.

This game uses the same asset hospital as "Horror Hospital", a turkish game that i got laughed at for saying "ahhh, it's alright for
the price" (in Turkish, no less). This is basically a walking simulator, with lots of sounds going on around you tha thave noeffect
on your game play what soever. It took me 50 minutes or so to find something that might kill me, and i found the whole
experience rather underwhelming.

walking for a long time is not gameplay, when will indie devs realise this? Hiding keys around the long walk in order to impede
your journey doesn't make more fun. In fact, that's what this game lacks more than anything else...fun.

Sorry Devs...waste of money, unless you like walking in the dark a lot.
. Episode 1/x?
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